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Abstract

The selection of teaching tools is a key determinant of the extent to which the anticipated learning outcomes of a course will be realized. As such, choosing optimal teaching tools can be a greatly effective course of action to enhance learning in the classroom. As Terregrossa et al. (2009) point out, “it is ironic that the practitioners of the discipline devoted to the study of efficiency principles [i.e. economics] are implicitly accused of being inefficient in their approach to teaching that discipline.” The purpose of the present paper is to first explain cognitive learning outcomes as well as review both traditional and modern teaching tools in the context of economics. Next, the appropriate teaching tools that match correspondingly with each specific cognitive learning outcome are proposed in the setting of teaching economics. To this end, the paper concentrates on Benjamin Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy of cognitive domains to describe different cognitive learning levels. Then, a diverse set of teaching tools suitable to teach economics are corresponded to different cognitive learning outcomes. More specifically, the present paper aims to introduce different teaching tools - including course formats, major teaching methods, and teaching moves - corresponding to different levels of cognitive domain in the context of teaching economics. Finally, it is argued that economics instructors should select teaching tools as well as contents, readings, in-class activities, assignments, and assessment formats after formulating the learning outcomes of the course, so that the teaching tools selected can facilitate students’ learning and help them achieve the anticipated learning outcomes more readily.
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1. Introduction

The selection of teaching tools is a crucial determinant of the degree to which the anticipated cognitive learning outcomes of an academic course are realized. As such, choosing the optimal teaching tools can be an effective task to enhance learning. As Terregrossa et al. (2009) point out, “it is ironic that the practitioners of the discipline devoted to the study of efficiency principles [i.e. economics] are implicitly accused of being inefficient in their approach to teaching that discipline.” This is indeed a legitimate concern that motivates the issue being discussed in the present paper. One way of setting up such an optimization problem could be as below:

\[
\max_{\text{Teaching Tools}} (\text{Cognitive Learning Outcomes})
\]

subject to: \((\text{Available Domain of Teaching Tools})\)

As a result, the optimum teaching tools are the ones that maximize the achieved level of the pre-specified learning outcomes of the course. The natural, generic solution to this optimization problem could be written down in mathematical notations as the following:

\[
\text{Optimal Teaching Tools} = \arg\max_{\text{Teaching Tools}} (\text{Cognitive Learning Outcomes})
\]

Although finding such an optimal point could potentially be highly costly and time-consuming, if not practically unfeasible, for economics instructors, there are still compelling pieces of evidence in the literature of education
as well as some common understanding and consensuses among economics educators working on different areas in economics, following which can ensure economics instructors that they are indeed converging to the mentioned optimal point, i.e. the utilization of optimal teaching tools that maximizes the level of learning outcomes. In sum, the optimal teaching methods are the ones that help instructors attain the highest possible level of cognitive learning outcomes. Moreover, there are some economic concepts and courses that are naturally tailored to be taught solely by some specific teaching tools. Throughout the paper, a few of these methods and their relevance to economics courses are discussed to some extent.

The research questions that the paper is to answer are: What are the optimal teaching tools for teaching economics courses having different cognitive learning outcomes? What are some notable traditional, conventional, and modern examples of these teaching tools which have been proposed in the economics education literature and have been applied in economics classrooms?

The present paper is to first explain cognitive learning outcomes as well as review both traditional and modern teaching tools in general and also in some extent in the specific context of economics. Next, the appropriate teaching tools that match correspondingly with each specific cognitive learning outcome are proposed in the setting of teaching economics. To do so, the paper concentrates on Benjamin Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy of cognitive domain to describe different cognitive learning levels. Afterwards, a diverse set of teaching tools suitable to teach economics are corresponded to different cognitive learning outcomes. Finally, it is argued that economics instructors should select teaching tools as well as contents, readings, in-class activities, assignments, and assessment formats after formulating the learning outcomes of the course, so that the teaching tools selected can facilitate students’ learning and help them achieve the anticipated learning outcomes more readily.

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related literature in short. Section 3 defines learning outcomes in a general sense and broadly. Section 4 focuses exclusively on ‘cognitive’ learning outcomes, and explains them through Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy of cognitive domain in some detail. Section 5 elaborates on different types of teaching tools, i.e. course format, major teaching methods, and teaching moves. Section 6 provides a toolkit for selecting preferred teaching tools corresponding to learning outcomes. Eventually, a conclusion on the discussion will be drawn in section 7.

2. Literature Review

Nilson (2010) provides a great discussion on the selection of teaching tools. As she reports, Derek Bok (2006) argues that the selection of teaching tools is even more important than the content an instructor selects, and he complains that faculty discussions ignore the topic of pedagogy. He then goes on to say that research findings concerning the relationship between teaching tools with learning and retention is very discouraging, suggesting that the average student cannot recall most of the factual content of a lecture within fifteen minutes after the lecture finishes. Nonetheless, as he notes, “lessons learned through more active teaching methods can leave students changed forever.”

Becker and Watts (1995) examine teaching tools and methods in undergraduate economics, concluding that although lectures have long been the dominant teaching method in undergraduate economics courses, they are not the only method anymore. They bemoan the fact that “much of the recent soul-searching in the discipline has largely ignored the issue of promoting the use of innovative and more active forms of teaching and learning.” They review the literature on new teaching tools and methods, and argue that “this should also be a part of the current debate about curriculum and training reforms for the profession.”

Fish and McKeen (1985) investigate different learning needs in economics education at the community college level using the Myers Briggs Type Indicator as a surrogate measure for learning style. They studied 275 beginning economics students at the Alexandria Campus of the Northern Virginia Community College. Their results suggest that the learning needs of most of students who did not do well in economics were decidedly different than those of most of students who did well in economics. Their other findings imply that most students who enrolled in the introductory economics classes had a learning preference other than dominant instructional formats found in typical economics classrooms. They finally suggest that if more students are to succeed in these courses, alternate instructional formats and teaching tools must be developed and delivered.

Tulbure (2012) compares two groups of pre-service teachers (with Educational Sciences and Economic Sciences major) in order to find: (1) their learning-style preferences, (2) the most effective teaching strategies and instructional tools for each learning style, and (3) any possible differences between their academic achievements and outcomes. In this study, a between-subject design was utilized to analyze the data which had been collected through a survey method. She assumed that when comparing the students in Educational Sciences with the students attending Economics, certain teaching methods and strategies will lead to different academic outcomes.
for students having a similar learning preference. She observed significant differences between the two groups of students that had emerged in relation with the most effective teaching strategies corresponding to each learning style category. She also found that both categories academically performed better when they were taught using a teaching method that involved the graphical organization of information.

Moosavian (2016) examines the importance of visualization in the teaching of economics, and complains that many of the research studies in the area of economics education have suggested ‘general’ solutions to the issues with the teaching of economics, and not ‘specific’ practical solutions. He then provides a practical solution to one of the identified problems with the teaching of economics; that is, lack of a clear way to teach a structured body of knowledge rather than scattered pieces of information. As he suggests, in many cases an effective way to teach such a structure is providing the visual "big picture" of the subject matter being covered. He has also provided notable examples, specific to the teaching of economics, of how to put the idea of providing visual "big pictures" into practice for the courses intermediate macroeconomics, advanced microeconomics – case of consumer theory and case of production theory (Moosavian (2016b, c, d); Naumenko and Moosavian (2016)). Principally, this is a suggested teaching tool proposed by him to teach a structured body of economic knowledge that enhance learning in the classroom in terms of comprehension, retention, clarity, big-picture thinking, as well as critical thinking.

Zhang (2016) proposes different teaching tools and modes in the teaching of economics which are suitable for accommodating different learning styles classified by Fleming and Mills’s sensory-based learning style typology. According to him, “Students prefer to learn in different ways,” and this variety suggests that instructors should teach their course materials in different ways so as to cater to different learning styles. He also provides some prominent examples of each teaching tool introduced in the literature of economic education. Finally, he argues and suggests that it is more reasonable to take a multimodal approach to the teaching of economics, given the recent advancements and availability of various technologies, existing evidence of the higher effectiveness of multimodal teaching, general growing consensus on the issue, etc. Zhang (2016) also points out to the fact that though “all economics instructors undergo strict training in economic theory; however, they rarely and barely receive training in the principles of education.” As a result, many economics instructors may not be taking advantage of all of existing teaching resources efficiently, and consequently, may not be providing students with an optimal education (Terregrossa et al., 2009; Bartlett & King, 1990).

Frank (2007) stresses the vitality of the manner through which economic content is taught. According to him, the form in which ideas are conveyed is as important as the content itself. As Reich (2000) puts it, “We’re creating a one-size-fits-all system that needlessly brands many young people as failures, when they might thrive if offered a different education.” Reich’s statement somehow implies that different teaching tools should be used by instructors when targeting different learning outcomes, so that students could more easily prosper academically professionally in the discipline.

After having this brief literature review, it can readily be seen that although there are studies that have tried to address the idea of matching teaching tools with students’ learning styles or with other factors, less, if not no, attention has been paid to matching teaching tools to the cognitive learning outcomes in the context of teaching economics, and this is the existing gap in the literature that the present paper is to fill in.

3. Learning Outcomes

As Cross (1988) once put it, “Teaching has only one purpose, and that is to facilitate learning.” As a result, in some sense, teaching and learning can be thought of as two sides of the same coin. This is one reason why the course design process must be based on the desired learning outcomes of the course, i.e. what the instructor of the course wants her students to be able to do by the end of the course. When a course is designed on the basis of its learning outcome, then it is guaranteed that a higher level of learning outcomes will be achieved, since the process steers instructors as well as students toward attaining the learning outcomes of the course.

By definition, “a learning outcome is a statement of exactly what students attending a course should be able to do after completing the course or at specified points during the course” (Nilson, 2010). Learning outcomes are written from a student’s perspective. They are definitely promises, and this is the mission of instructors to make these promises come true. The ultimate goal of teaching is to help students achieve learning outcomes of the course. Hence, it makes the most sense to design the course delivery according to the course learning objectives and outcomes from the first place.

Learning outcomes are of five types (Note 1): psychomotor, affective, social, ethical, and cognitive (Note 2). Among these, teaching economics has more to do with the last two ones. In other words, normative economics has mainly to do with ethical learning outcomes, while positive economics has mostly to do with cognitive
learning outcomes. Among these two, this paper focuses on the latter since teaching positive economics is the main component of economics curriculum in universities nowadays.

4. Cognitive Learning Outcomes and Course Design

Practically, every college course has cognitive learning outcomes. Cognitive learning outcomes are those that are related to thinking in some way. The words cognition and cognitive refer to the process of understanding and thinking about facts, terms, concepts, ideas, relationships, patterns, and conclusions. Examples include: knowledge and remembering; comprehension and translation; application; analysis; synthesis and creation; and evaluation (Nilson, 2010).

Bloom (1956) has proposed a very useful, handy, and popular taxonomy for constructing cognitive outcomes. The framework that he introduces presumes a sequence of six levels of cognitive domain, starting from the most basic, representing the lowest-level process of remembering stored knowledge, continuing with multiple intermediate cognitive levels, and ending with the most abstract, the highest level of general evaluation. These cognitive levels are defined, by Nilson (2010), as follows:

- **Knowledge**: The ability to recall and re-produce previously stored and learned material;
- **Comprehension**: The ability to apprehend the meaning of material and re-state it in one’s own words;
- **Application**: The ability to use and apply learned material in new and concrete situations;
- **Analysis**: The ability to break down material into its components in order to better understand its underlying, organizational structure;
- **Synthesis**: The ability to put together pieces of material so as to to form a new whole;
- **Evaluation**: The ability to evaluate and judge the value of material for a given purpose.

The first two cognitive levels indeed furnish foundations, and as a result, should not be considered as the endpoint of education. After building up such a concrete foundation, instructors can foster critical-thinking and problem-solving skills. Then, instructors can expect students to get engaged in challenging underlying assumptions of models, structure of methods, and the like. As such, in economics education, the lower levels of the cognitive domain have more to do with the anticipated cognitive learning outcomes of undergraduate economics studies, whilst the higher levels of it have more to do with the anticipated cognitive learning outcomes of graduate economics studies, during which students are mostly expected to be able to contribute to a cause, and create something new (Note 3).

As mentioned above, in order to be able to perform one level of thinking, one first needs to have achieved the corresponding lower-ranked cognitive outcomes, and also be able to perform all the lower-order thinking operations. In the same manner, a well-designed course should account for the sequence of the learning outcomes to lead students up to the higher levels of the cognitive domain. It is way too obvious that a student has to be able to define the basics of certain concepts, and understand the related principles, and remember the related facts before thinking about those in a more complex framework. As Nilson (2010) explains, a typical course design is a skeleton, with which the instructor has to start developing the course into a more detailed plan—“that is, filling it out by putting muscle and connective tissue on the bone structure.” To sum up, wise instructors should select contents, teaching tools, readings, in-class activities, assignments, and assessments after formulating the learning outcomes, so that they can aid students in achieving the formulated learning outcomes.

5. Teaching Tools: Course Formats, Teaching Methods, and Teaching Moves

Teaching tools can be broadly classified under three categories: course formats, major teaching methods, and teaching moves. These three are briefly explained below.

5.1 Course Format

A course format defines the course meetings, the setting, and the expected activities for the class period, examples of which include lecture, discussion sections, seminars, lab sessions, skill activity sessions, or any combinations of these. Though instructors might probably think of formats as unchangeable and given for the course they teach, they still can make a case to their department chair in case they believe that a different format to their course would enhance their students’ learning, and help them achieve the course leaning outcomes more effectively. According to Nilson (2010), although the direct learning impact of different course formats are not exactly known, we still do know quite a bit about the effects of closely related variables, such as the degree of in-class student activity and class size (for example, you can see Hoyt and Perera (2000), but since course formats are not the focus of the present paper, it is not discussed in great detail here).
According to Zhang (2016), “economics courses are taught mostly using traditional formats such as lectures along with the presentation of visual instruments such as graphs and charts, which is widely known as the “chalk and talk” method,” and most of the time, the existence of different cognitive learning outcomes are ignored. This way, the potential improvement in student performance which is achievable from matching instructors’ teaching methods with cognitive learning outcomes is lost. Moreover, there are some economic concepts and courses that are especially difficult to teach solely by conventional and traditional teaching instruments such as lecture and discussion. For instance, econometrics courses and research methods are two examples that need others course formats than pure lecture. If we accept the fact that that different economics courses have different desired cognitive learning outcomes, and that research suggests that students’ performance level can depend inversely on the gap between instructors’ chosen teaching tools and the optimal teaching tools, and that traditional formats of teaching economics do not appeal to all students, then a reasonable approach to teaching economics would be accommodating various teaching formats in teaching different courses. For the mentioned reasons, economics instructors should sometimes consider other course formats than only pure lectures so as to effectively achieve the learning outcomes of economics courses.

5.2 Major Teaching Methods

The word major here refers to the fact that these teaching methods require considerable time to be completed, e.g. the whole semester duration, or at least multiple weeks of it. In general, there is a wide variety of teaching methods. These include lecture, recitation, directed discussion, writing and speaking exercises, classroom assessment techniques, group work/learning, student-peer feedback, just-in-time teaching, case method, multi-week assignments or in-class activities that require considerable time, small-group activity during a term-long course, interactive lectures, service-learning project, inquiry-based or inquiry-guided learning, problem-based learning, project-based learning, role plays, simulations, case methods, experiential methods, software programs, experiments in the classroom (e.g. see Holt (1999) and Holt and Laury (1997) for examples in the setting of economics courses), service learning with reflection, fieldwork and clinicals (Nilson, 2010). Appendix 1 reviews the basic definitions of these major teaching methods. In section 6, these teaching methods are visually linked to their corresponding cognitive learning outcomes.

5.3 Teaching Moves

The term ‘teaching moves’ refers to the ways through which an instructor can further explain and elaborate on material. Teaching moves should be viewed as mini methods compared to major teaching methods. In comparison, they usually require much less time and commitment. Examples of purposes that an instructor can pursue using teaching moves are to help students recall the readings and to explain a complex point or new material. Instances of teaching moves include the learning strategies and tips that the instructor shares with his class (i.e. teaching how to learn), the short in-class activities and exercises that the instructor asks students to do, or the type of the questions the instructor ask them to contemplate. One advantage of these teaching tools is that if one specific type of them does not seem to function well, then the instructor can readily try another one. In this sense, teaching moves are the most flexible set of teaching tools, since they can be changed even during the course according to the feedback the instructor receives from the students, as opposed to course formats that are hardest teaching tool to be changed once the course has started. Figure 1 compares the three mentioned teaching tools in terms of the time needed to implement the tool and the flexibility that each tool provides to change it if needed.

Figure 1. Comparison of the three teaching tools in terms of the time needed to implement the tool and the flexibility that each tool provides for its change if needed
An additional advantage of teaching moves is the quick feedback that the instructor can get on his students’ possible misapprehension and mistaken learning. In this sense, many of teaching moves can serve as both assessment tools and teaching tools. Nilson (2010) presents a rich set of tables that help instructors to devise additional teaching moves to help them achieve their instructional purposes. In what follows, a set of teaching moves are mentioned, which are have been suggested by Goodson (2005). In addition to pointing out to general teaching moves, a few economics-specific examples of teaching moves introduced in the recent economics education literature are also mentioned.

Different teaching moves can serve and enhance different levels of cognitive domains. Examples of the teaching moves that can enhance knowledge are as follows: suggesting prior and prerequisite knowledge to which students can connect new and future information and knowledge (an economics-specific example is interactive graphic syllabus introduced by Moosavian (2017) for the intermediate macroeconomics course); classifying knowledge into coherent groups, classifications, categories, or themes; sharing ways, methods, and devices to improve memory such as mnemonic patterns, maps, charts, comparisons, and groupings; and highlighting of key words or first letters, visual images, and rhymes.

Examples of the teaching moves that can enhance comprehension are as follows: outlining new or upcoming material in simple form (general instances are the graphic syllabus introduced by Nilson (2009), the interactive syllabus introduced by Richards (2003), and the interactive graphic syllabus introduced by Moosavian (2017), and economics-specific examples are Moosavian (2016c) and Naumenko and Moosavian (2016) and Moosavian (2016b) that provides the visual big pictures of advanced consumer theory, advanced producer theory, and intermediate macroeconomics, respectively); concept-mapping or mind-mapping new or upcoming material (a general instance is the outcome map introduced by Nilson (2009) and an economics-specific example is the notion of visual “big pictures” put forth by Moosavian (2016)); explaining with concrete examples, or metaphors; summarizing information or knowledge (an economics-specific example is Zeytoon Nejad (2017) which compares the classical school of economic thought with the Keynesian school of economic thought in terms of 50 aspects in a summary table); and finally, constructing visual representations of main ideas (mind or concept maps, tables, flowcharts, graphs, diagrams, or pictures).

Examples of the teaching moves that can enhance application are as follows: giving multiple examples of a phenomenon that are meaningful to students; defining the procedures for use, including the rules, principles, and steps; explaining steps as they are applied like an algorithm; defining appropriate procedures for different contexts, problems, situations, or goals; explaining the reasons why procedures work for different types of situations or goals; research replications using the same datasets; and finally making a smooth transition from simple, highly structured problems to more complex, less-structured ones.

Examples of the teaching moves that can enhance analysis are as follows: pointing out the important and the unimportant features or ideas; pointing out examples and non-examples of a concept; highlighting similarities and differences; emphasizing the relationships among concepts; and classifying concepts, examples, or phenomena into correct categories.

Examples of the teaching moves that can enhance synthesis and creation are as follows: promoting careful observation, analysis, description, and definition; explaining the process and methods of scientific inquiry and scientific research; explaining and providing examples of how to identify a research problem; speculate about causes; formulating testable hypotheses; identifying and interpreting results and consequences; modeling inquiry and discovery processes; encourage independent thinking; showing students examples of creativity to solve problems; encouraging students to take novel approaches; explaining economic phenomena in a simple way by using metaphors and analogies; providing students with examples of reframing a problem; explaining and encouraging brainwashing; designing a research study to resolve a conflicting finding; writing the limitations section of a research study; and finally, practicing reframing a problem.

Examples of the teaching moves that can enhance evaluation are as follows: creating conflict by posing paradoxes, dilemmas, or other situations to challenge students’ concepts, beliefs, ideas, and attitudes; explaining how to recognize and generate proof, logic, argument, and criteria for judgments; explaining and showing students the consequences of choices, actions, behaviors, making assumptions, and imposing structures to models; challenging definitions; identifying factors that influence choice and interpretations; detecting mistakes, false analogies, relevant versus irrelevant issues, contradictions, and faulty predictions; and finally, critiquing a research study.

Next section provides a graphic that links major teaching methods with cognitive learning outcomes.
6. Matching Major Teaching Methods with Learning Outcomes

In this section, the teaching methods explained briefly in section 5.2 are to be visually linked to their corresponding cognitive learning outcomes. The cognitive learning outcomes are the ones explained in section 4, the ones initially put forth by Bloom (1956), which include: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation. Figure 2 brings these cognitive learning outcomes and their corresponding major teaching methods together. This figure answers the question of “which methods should be used for which outcomes?” It also shows which cognitive learning outcomes are more relevant to economics undergraduate studies, and which ones to economics graduate studies. Although the cognitive learning outcome of ‘analysis’ could be thought of as being on the border of the two, it is here considered to be one of the desired outcomes for the graduate schools, while it could also be part of the learning outcomes for senior undergraduate economics students.

As Figure 2 graphically illustrates, all the dimensions of a course must be built on the foundation of the anticipated learning outcomes of the course, which are instructors’ ends throughout the term. The teaching methods listed in the above table are in fact the means to the pre-specified ends. As noted earlier, these ends should guide the choice of the means in an optimal way.

The triangle in Figure 2, which is known as Bloom’s taxonomy, represents a set of hierarchical cognitive levels in terms of complexity levels. The column on the right lists the associated performance verbs, abilities, and activities for each of the cognitive levels. If the cognitive learning outcomes specified for a course go beyond the foundation (i.e. knowledge), then instructors need to be familiar with multiple means that can assist them in making their student achieve those higher-order learning outcomes. In the past, lecture was the only main teaching method employed in many areas, but thanks to recent research on the effectiveness of other teaching methods, we now know a wide range of teaching methods that work well for different purposes. The table presented in figure 2 introduces a toolbox full of teaching methods, from which instructors can select the most appropriate teaching method, or the most appropriate combination of teaching methods, that is the most suitable...
for their specified course cognitive learning outcomes. Therefore, one major task that any instructor must undertake is to select the optimal teaching method or the optimal combination of teaching methods that will help them and their students, in the best way possible, achieve the anticipated cognitive learning outcomes of the course.

7. Conclusion and Summary

The choice of teaching tools is a key determinant of the extent to which the anticipated learning outcomes of a course will be realized. As such, selecting optimal teaching tools can be a greatly effective task to enhance learning in the classroom, and it is ironic that economists, who are interested in finding optimality, sometimes do not behave optimally when it comes to their approach to teaching economics. This paper first explains cognitive learning outcomes, and reviews both traditional and modern teaching tools in the context of economics. Afterwards, the appropriate teaching tools that match correspondingly with each specific cognitive learning outcome are proposed for the setting of teaching economics using Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy of cognitive domains to describe different cognitive learning levels. Then, a diverse set of teaching tools suitable to teach economics are corresponded to different cognitive learning outcomes. The aim of the paper is to introduce various teaching tools - including course formats, major teaching methods, and teaching moves - corresponding to different levels of cognitive domain in the context of teaching economics. In the end, it was argued that economics instructors should select teaching tools as well as contents, readings, in-class activities, assignments, and assessment formats after formulating the learning outcomes of the course, so that the teaching tools chosen can ease students’ learning and help them attain the expected learning outcomes more readily.

The optimum teaching tools are the ones that maximize the achieved level of the pre-specified learning outcomes of the course. Although finding such an optimal point could potentially be highly costly and time-consuming, if not practically unfeasible, for economics instructors, there are still compelling pieces of evidence in the literature of education as well as some common understanding and consensuses among economics educators working on different areas in economics, following which can ensure economics instructors that they are indeed converging to the mentioned optimal point, i.e. the utilization of optimal teaching tools that maximizes the level of learning outcomes.

After having a brief literature review, it is seen that although there are studies that have tried to address the idea of matching teaching tools with students’ learning styles or with other factors, less, if not no, attention has been paid to matching teaching tools to the cognitive learning outcomes in the context of teaching economics, and this is the existing gap in the literature that the present paper attempted to fill in.

Learning outcomes are of five types: psychomotor, affective, social, ethical, and cognitive. Among these, teaching economics has more to do with the last two ones. That is, normative economics has mainly to do with ethical learning outcomes, and positive economics has mostly to do with cognitive outcomes. Among these two, this paper focuses on the latter since teaching positive economics is the main component of economics curriculum in universities nowadays.

The cognitive learning outcomes include: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation. The first two cognitive levels indeed furnish foundations, and as a result, should not be considered as the endpoint of education. After building up such a concrete foundation, instructors can foster critical-thinking and problem-solving skills. Then, instructors can expect students to get engaged in challenging underlying assumptions of models, structure of methods, and the like. As such, in economics education, the lower levels of the cognitive domain have more to do with the anticipated cognitive learning outcomes of undergraduate economics studies, whilst the higher levels of it have more to do with the anticipated cognitive learning outcomes of graduate economics studies, during which students are usually expected to be able to contribute to a cause, and create something new.

Teaching tools can be broadly classified under three categories: course formats, major teaching methods, and teaching moves. A course format defines the course meetings, the setting, and the expected activities for the class period. Teaching methods require considerable time to be completed, e.g. the whole semester duration, or at least multiple weeks of it. Teaching moves should be viewed as mini methods compared to major teaching methods, which usually require comparably much less time and commitment. One advantage of teaching moves is that they are a highly flexible set of teaching tools, since they can be changed even during the course according to the feedback the instructor receives from the students, as opposed to course formats that are hardest teaching tool to be changed once the course has started. An additional advantage of teaching moves is the quick feedback that the instructor can get on his students’ possible misapprehension and mistaken learning. In this sense, many of teaching moves can serve as both assessment tools and teaching tools. Afterwards, different examples of
teaching moves that can enhance different levels of cognitive domains were provided. After that, a graphic was presented that links major teaching methods with cognitive learning outcomes. This figure answers the question of “which methods should be used for which outcomes?” It also shows which cognitive learning outcomes are more relevant to economics undergraduate studies, and which ones to economics graduate studies.

The figure introduces a toolbox full of teaching methods, from which instructors can select the most appropriate teaching method, or the most appropriate combination of teaching methods, that is the most suitable ones for their specified course cognitive learning outcomes. Since the ultimate goal of teaching is to help students achieve learning outcomes of the course, it makes the most sense to design the course delivery method according to the course learning objectives and outcomes from the first place. Therefore, one major task that any instructor must undertake is to select the optimal teaching method or the optimal combination of teaching methods that will help them and their students, in the best way possible, achieve the anticipated cognitive learning outcomes of the course.
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**Notes**

Note 1. Another way of classifying learning outcomes is to do so in terms of designing the learning process, in which they are classified in three types: foundational outcomes, mediating outcomes, and ultimate outcomes.

Note 2. It is beyond the scope of the present paper to further explain all the types of learning outcomes. However, for further information and elaboration on these, you can see Nilson (2010).

Note 3. Exhibit 2 presented in section 6 will provide further information on Bloom’s taxonomy in a visual manner.

**Appendix**

A short explanation of each teaching method (adopted from Nilson (2010))

- **Lecture**: Instructor presenting material and answering student questions that arise.

- **Interactive lecture**: Lecture with two- to fifteen-minute breaks for student activities (such as answering a multiple-choice objective item, solving a problem, comparing and filling in lecture notes, debriefing a mini case, doing a think pair-share exercise, or a small-group discussion) every twelve to twenty minutes.
Recitation: Students answering knowledge and comprehension questions.

Directed discussion: Class discussion that follows a more or less orderly set of questions that the instructor has crafted to lead students to certain realizations or conclusions or to help them meet a specific learning outcome.

Writing and speaking exercises: Any of many informal assignments and activities, usually in-class and ungraded, to help students learn material, clarify their thinking, or make progress on a formal assignment.

Classroom assessment techniques: Informal assignments and activities, usually in-class and ungraded, to inform the instructor how well students are mastering new material just presented or read; often overlap with writing and speaking exercises.

Group work/learning: Students doing a learning activity or creating a product in small groups of two to six in or out of class; must be carefully managed by the instructor.

Student-peer feedback: Students giving one another feedback on a written or an orally presented product, usually a written draft or practice speech.

Cookbook science labs: Pairs or triads of students conducting a traditional, often predictable experiment following prescribed, cookbook-like procedures.

Just-in-time teaching: Instructor adjusts class activities and lectures to respond to the misconceptions revealed by students’ electronic responses to conceptual questions; an extension of electronic daily quizzes to motivate students to do the readings.

Case method: Students applying course knowledge to devise one or more solutions or resolutions to problems or dilemmas presented in a realistic story or situation; an individual, small-group, or whole class activity.

Inquiry-based or inquiry-guided learning: Students learning or applying material in order to meet a challenge, such as to answer a question, conduct an experiment, or interpret data.

Problem-based learning: Student groups conducting outside research on student-identified learning issues (unknowns) to devise one or more solutions or resolutions to fuzzy problems or dilemmas presented in a realistic story or situation.

Project-based learning: Students (as individuals or in groups) applying course knowledge to produce something, such as a report (written or oral), process or product design, research or program proposal, or computer code; often paired with cooperative learning.

Role plays: Students acting out instructor-assigned roles, improvising the script, in a realistic and problematic social or interpersonal situation.

Simulations: Students playing out, either face to-face or on computer, a hypothetical social situation that abstracts key elements from reality.

Service-learning with reflection: Students learning from the experience of performing community service and systematically reflecting on it.

Fieldwork and clinicals: Students learning how to conduct research and make sound professional judgments in real-world situations.
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